Milagro Arts Center
Prescott, AZ

Creativity. Community. Environment.
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Mission:

Milagro Arts Center is a nonprofit community-based contemporary visual arts center that inspires and facilitates a local to global approach to the creative process. With an emphasis on collaboration, innovation, and the environment, Milagro Arts provides shared studios, educational resources, learning experiences, and carefully curated events to the local, national, and international audience.
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What We Do

1. “Art Gym” – Shared studio spaces with a monthly access fee (similar to the YMCA model).

2. Classes and immersive workshops taught by professional level instructors.

3. Inspirational and educational events. Our stage area will be connected to our sound studio and allow for live streaming and recording of events to be displayed on our website.
Some major goals of our center re-design and construction will be to reuse and recycle as much of the existing structure and systems as possible, improve energy performance, reduce water use, and improve lighting.
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- **Phase 1** – Construction and renovation of our space (Completed).

- **Phase 2** – Fill Milagro Arts Center with professional equipment. Make it a practical, functional, and inspirational creative work space (*Fundraising and Installation of Equipment in Progress*).

- **Phase 3** – Open to the public… **Grand Opening!!**
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Completed Events and Stage Area
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Events at Milagro Arts Center
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The Ceramics Studio
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Digital Media Studio
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Recording Studio
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Letterpress/Printmaking Studio